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Contemporary Europe, as other parts of the world, does not constitute  
a model of stability, a clear concept of the development and integration  
of many native and incoming cultures which enter into an intensive period 
of interaction. It turns out that the long-discussed question of co-existence, 
synergy, as well as the right to maintain and develop cultural identity has 
once again become a key issue. On the one hand, the unfettered tendency 
towards complete liberalization in intercultural relations has met with 
an unrestrained reaction in the form of nationalist groups past and new, 
while on the other hand causing destruction of the processes of cultural 
integration based on the internalisation and realisation of values. Many 
things indicate that the concept of cultural rights as a variety of human 
rights whose roots extend into the Jagiellonian debates regarding ‘the Laws 
of Nations’, does not guarantee cultural security either for ethnic minorities 
or ethnic majorities.

The characteristic situation of a lack of cultural balance appears 
in the incommensurate character of values constituting a regulator  
of individual and collective attitudes in which it is more and more difficult 
to find a common denominator in the sense of the common good, values 
of human life, as well as religious feelings which have fallen into the trap  
of socio-technical calculations. Disintegrative problems within  
the European Union which have been accompanied by a crisis of trust 
towards political elites and a clear revival of the concept of nation states, 
require us to question, to a significant degree, the cultural basis of European 
identity regarding what is worth maintaining within it and what constitutes 
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the social order of this part of the world. This order does not require so many 
forms of protection as it undergoes continual transformation and should 
not close itself off from new forms of existence, but is forced to recognise 
and understand new challenges. Many of these we are encountering for 
the first time, while some are changing types of challenges known from 
the past, although in new configurations and proportions. Across the entire 
globe – writes Anna Czajka in a groundbreaking study entitled ‘Inter-
culturality and philosophy’ – entireties are collapsing at an accelerated 
pace whose permanence is, in the nature of things, relative – and this is  
in the contemporary world, a global world of migration and mobility, into one 
space comes the co-existence (but it would be good if co-living was achieved) 
of people belonging to various cultures. For this situation neither Europe not 
the world at large is prepared – neither regarding politics, economics, nor, 
above all, regarding the consciousness and concepts which we employ. […] 
We neither comprehend nor understand ourselves in situations of change 
[…] but comprehension and understanding of oneself among others and  
in the world is a core objective of humanities and culture.1

Understanding oneself is not, however, possible without referring 
to the cultural heritage accumulated within us, an aspect indicated,  
as Czajka points out, by Antonina Kłoskowska in her sociological-cultural 
studies analysis but also the concept of ‘Ethnic cultures at their roots’.2 
This analysis is important in the context of the discovery by Kłoskowska  
of the dynamics and consequences of what is termed ‘cultural poly-valence’. 
This is based on the development of more than two cultures within a space 
and the building of cultural identity through slow and selective choices which 
do not destroy the values of any of the cultures but simultaneously create its 
own creatively configured whole. These processes may not, however, take 
place without an active centre of personality, thus a cultural self which is 
willingly, consciously and axiologically capable of making choices, as well 
as integrating values and arranging them into a hierarchy.3 Without this 

1 A. Czajka, Międzykulturowość i filozofia // Interculturality and Philosophy,  
Warszawa 2016, p. 166.
2  A. Kłoskowska, Kultury narodowe u korzeni, Warszawa 1996; published in English as: 
National Cultures at the Grassroots Level, transl. C.A. Kisiel, Budapest 2001, published in 
Italian as: Alle radici delle Culture nazionalli, A. Czajka (ed.), transl. M. Bacigalupo, intro-
duction by Z. Bauman with a letter from K. Dedecius, Reggio Emilia 2007.
3  L. Korporowicz, ‘Tożsamości kulturowe u korzeni’, in: E. Hałas (ed.), Kultura jako 
pamięć. Posttradycjonalne znaczenie przeszłości, Kraków 2012, pp. 177–202.
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ability and its genuine development, not only one’s personal and communal 
world yield to collapse, while even the oldest cultures, including that  
of Europe, lose their vitality, even their ability to survive. Similarly, therefore, 
as experience and individual biographies show, cultural communities must 
develop their own configurative processes taking place in a supra-individual 
consciousness and identity by strengthening, not weakening ‘the cultural 
self.’ It is this which is, to a significant degree, responsible for the maintenance 
and development of their subjectivity. Indeed, the cultural self must not so 
much limit as transform the processes of cultural poly-valence into real 
developmental dynamism. Since not all cultural poly-valences result in the 
effective building of that which inspires linguistic concepts termed ‘cultural 
syntagma’ by Kłoskowska, they contain, therefore, an internal logic which is 
favoured with a sense of the configuration of cultural models. Moreover, not 
all composed poly-valences remain in developmental processes. A major 
challenge of contemporary culture, not only that of Europe is, adhering to 
the terminology as proposed by Kłoskowska, the disruption of the balance 
between the intense development of the processes of poly-valence and the 
dynamics of creating cultural syntagma of particular societies, in other 
words, between the disintegration and integration of values.

The ability to employ symbolic cultures as a kind of universe  
of world values is a practical demand of the more necessary anthropology 
of cultural heritage which is an answer to the multiple challenges facing 
the contemporary world. The selection, reconfiguration and composition 
of cultural content is far from the recreation of ready-made models. 
On the contrary, one may characterise it, as in the example of linguistic 
competence, as a significant level of creativity, one necessary, as a matter 
of fact, in situations described by the variability, mobility and fluidity  
of contemporary civilisation.

The animating activities of creators of culture and the overcoming 
of at least a part of the difficulties arising alongside the intensification  
of cultural poly-valence, does not have to be condemned to the seeking 
out of solutions which are completely new with an untested way  
of functioning and unknown dynamics of their consequences. Many  
of them may be found through careful analysis and the revival of practices, 
as well as more general ideas as those worked out as part of the huge baggage  
of historical experience in the cultural heritage of many nations and smaller 
cultural groups. These include examples whether laboriously worked-out 
theoretical concepts may constitute creative inspiration for many areas  
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of life, both in the sphere of individual reality and that of many nations in 
terms of the their relations, or also regarding a supra-national reality which 
includes broader communities as, for example, the European cultural 
community in all its variety.4

For these reasons, it is worth designing and employing practices 
of sharing heritage, interpreting it in a creative manner, one open  
to the challenges of modernity, able to find values which are specific, 
contextual and appropriate for a particular community in a particular 
time and place, but also values of a supra-contextual character with  
a significant universalising character. The creative employment of cultural 
heritage is a form of communication and abilities to actively interact both 
with contemporaries, of a closer and further kind of community, but 
also with those who have left behind something of equal value, although 
one which is distant in time, sometimes forgotten and which should be 
subjected to its own deciphering, reconstruction and translation into our 
contemporary language.5 In this way, one may discuss the communication 
of heritage which is not a one-way process and, therefore, only a historical 
message coming from our ancestors towards modernity. This may be, and 
often is our answer and, therefore, a characteristic interaction with a third 
party which we subject to interpretation, sometimes to redefinition and 
inculturation in modern cultural conditions.

Jagiellonian Ideas from an anthropological perspective
The period and heritage which, in many regards, has turned out to be  
a contemporary source of inspiration is the enormous achievements  
of the Jagiellonian era. In the sphere of interactive competence, the ability 
to see the common good above changing particularist interests, as well 
as the practical field of multi-cultural policy, this period achieved a level 
deserving of the greatest attention. There exist several reasons for which 
this period provides many analogies for contemporary times, namely:

•	 An interest in those things in a person which are indivisible 
and inseparable, which results from natural law as the basis  

4 M.A. Murzyn, J. Purchla (ed.), Cultural Heritage in the 21st Century. Opportunities and 
Challenges, transl. J. Taylor-Kucia, Kraków 2007; H. Joas, K. Wiegandt (ed.), Kulturowe 
wartości Europy, transl. M. Bucholc, M. Kaczmarczyk, Warszawa 2012.
5  L. Korporowicz, ‘Bridges of hope. World Youth Days – the way of building intercultural 
communities’, in: J. Stala, A. Porębski (ed.), World Youth Days. A Testimony to the Hope  
of Young People, Kraków 2016, pp. 319–330.
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of their humanity, but always in a complete dimension the variety  
of forms of their life, considering it to be a kind of human fulfilment, 
expression and richness.

•	 A conviction regarding the possibilities and values of cooperation 
in the inter-cultural space aimed towards the growth of mutual 
influence and co-dependence of ethnic communities and nations.

•	 A conviction regarding the necessity of interest in the effects  
of the mobility of people, ideas and goods, both concerning 
individuals and groups.

•	 A readiness to break norms, particularisms, even one’s own models 
of judgement with aims of a transgressional character, thus breaking 
cultural codes accepted only within one nation.

•	 Multiculturalism in the sphere of public life and its consequences 
in the form of learning about cultural variability, as well as new 
abilities in the practice of cultural interaction, thus intercultural 
competence as a crucial factor of security.

•	 Openness to the value of equality, freedom and brotherhood in 
many practical spheres of community life, such as in the fields 
of academic culture, public life or in the area of the functioning  
of the state as a common good.

•	 Religious tolerance and openness to cultural minorities whose 
relations must be the subject of interest of researchers, practitioners, 
educators, as well as creators of cultural policy.

•	 The complementing of a unique, local and universal view  
of the issue of cultural heritage, as well as its significance  
in the development of human societies and their institutions.

•	 The discovery of the creative potential of cultural synergy and the 
opening of the symbolic spaces of ethnic cultures.

Each of the above-mentioned analogies may become a subject of separate 
studies and inspire contemporary thought regarding the challenges which 
face culture and societies in a post-industrial information age, a time  
of ethnic confusion. Contemporary Europe, which on the one hand, wishes 
to protect the rights of every person and culture must expect, however,  
a symmetrical respect of those same principals from cultures foreign to it. 
In many regards, they cannot build their own new universe on the ruins  
of an earlier one. Without this rule, it will be very difficult to achieve not so 
much assimilation but real integration with respect for cultural diversity. 
Assimilation, therefore, threatens uniformity within a standardized 
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understanding of relationships and cultural relations of an instrumental 
character, a hyper-structure of an artificial and temporarily generated 
consciousness. It is not without reason that in many countries with  
a significant multicultural factor, Australia being a particular example, the 
drawing back from a policy of assimilation towards a policy of integration 
is meant to be hindered by feelings regarding the background role  
of cultures not to be found in the main canon of standard works deemed 
to be masterpieces. There exist many strongly confirmed psychological and 
sociological studies which show how great the decrease in the activity and 
motivation of artists in a situation of feeling to be in the cultural background 
when places in the ‘foreground’ have already been decided. Cultural 
integration comprises granting not only full formal rights but recognizing 
the full dimension of dignity and the most essential autoteliological values 
by which particular objects build personal and social identity. They are 
integrated through values accepted as common, albeit not necessarily 
uniform and subjecting themselves to mutual assimilation. An analogical 
concept illuminates certain groups, as well as the entire commonwealth  
of the Jagiellonian Republic, not taking from anyone the right to their own 
identity, localness, and religion, opening themselves through this while not 
shutting out incoming groups which found their own place, one acceptable 
to the entire social order. It was in this way, one not so much announced 
but carried out and being one of many Jagiellonian ideas which it is worth 
recalling today as they allowed one to solve the problems with which  
the community of European nations has to contend.

The Jagiellonian ideas, as many analysts, historians, political 
scientists and cultural studies specialists emphasize, do not in fact create  
a uniform and cohesive system. It is worth stressing that this presents,  
on the one hand, a difficulty, especially when we want to define it but also  
a virtue, especially when we separate it from the so-called Jagiellonian 
ideas, concepts well known in Polish historical thought and considered 
fundamental in the categories of politics and geopolitics while being based 
on a clearly defined horizon of values from the scope of political culture. This 
can be seen in a quotation used by Władysław Konopczyński in his article 
entitled ‘On Jagiellonian Ideas’ from 19296 and which he took from Witold 

6 W. Konopczyński, ‘O idei jagiellońskiej’, in: idem, Umarli mówią, szkice historyczno- 
polityczne, Poznań 1929, pp. 75–86; and Myśl Narodowa 1928, no. 14–15; Ośrodek  
Myśli Politycznej, at http://www.omp.org.pl/stareomp/indexf032.html?module=sub-
jects&func=viewpage&pageid=615, 11 September 2017.
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Kamieniecki who a year earlier had written: The Jagiellonian Idea is a political 
system based on the drawing in to the Polish state by way of voluntary accession,  
a union of neighbouring territories covering the geographical region between 
the Carpathians and the Baltic. Created as a result of the union, the Jagiellonian 
Republic based its structure on the following principles: a unified political 
system (the Polish Crown/Lithuania), autonomy for certain constituent parts 
of its territory, an administration comprised of local citizens, equal linguistic 
status, religious tolerance, the development of civil democratic freedoms, 
the reconciliation of patriotism towards the Polish republic with patriotism 
of a local and local-ethnic, [and] the advocacy of western civilization.7  
As the values as defined by Kamieniecki, and in an even broader scope by 
Konopczyński, go far beyond the political culture sphere, this is why they 
have given ‘the Polish Army of the Golden Age’ a significant axiological 
basis which has caused that (…) its crucial strength was the awareness 
that it fought in the defence of a certain characteristic beautiful and noble 
political idea, which, over time, in the historiography following the Polish 
partitions became known as – the Jagiellonian Idea.8 This means that its 
source, manifestation and subject of reference comprise the very diverse 
areas of social, intellectual, cultural or religious life. As Konopczyński 
writes: The Jagiellonians themselves did not know of its existence (…) If under  
the Jagiellonian roof freedoms blossomed, if there various religious and tribal 
groups developed independently their own way, if they governed the lands 
themselves and nobody used violence towards anyone else, it is in this that 
one should see the Polish idea … That the Christian principle of brotherly 
love became a political precept, it was only useful in such circumstances 
when only noble nation took up patronage over enormous countries with 
different languages and faiths, whose own will could not be any different 
as only from good will with the same willingness and love. This same term,  
the Jagiellonian idea, joined itself genetically with the decentralization  
of the state … the genuine Jagiellonian idea, not attempting any act of violence, 
not withdrawing from the signposts towards ‘love and concord’, it foresaw… 
further progress towards drawing closer and unification.9

7 ‘Sprawy Towarzystwa’, Kwartalnik Historyczny, 1928, no. 1, p. 209.
8 W. Konopczyński, Dzieje Polski nowożytnej, Warszawa 1986, p. 316.
9 Ibid., pp. 316–317.
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From all of the particular aspects mentioned above, we may acknowledge 
that:

a) We may discuss, in a fundamental manner, not only one politically 
and geopolitically understood ‘Jagiellonian Idea’, reconstructed, as 
a matter of fact, during the period following the Polish partitions, 
but many Jagiellonian ideas growing out of a carrying out in various 
areas of life of the Jagiellonian era, as well as periods in which 
its reconstruction was attempted. This forces us to significantly 
broaden perspectives regarding political science and employ 
multiple possibilities for academic examination of the reality with 
particular consideration of symbolic cultures for which a holistic 
and humanist oriented anthropological perspective may serve very 
creatively.10

b) An anthropological perspective of the concept of Jagiellonian 
ideas allows one subject it to systematic reconstruction, not only 
through analysis of statements of a ‘programme’ character, meaning 
those which are reflective, containing a significant component  
of the intentional expression of a conceptual content, but also 
through the analysis of concrete actions, the language of political 
and intellectual discourse, as well as the practices of everyday life.

c) The lack of a possibility to precisely define the definition and 
content of Jagiellonian ideas in the form of a closed axiological 
subject canon, as well as a clearly defined subject, authorship 
and method of realisation, does not cross out the possibility  
of specifying them. At the same time, this gives one a broad 
possibility of their interpretation, selection of guiding contents 
with significant potential for configuration in the context  
of contemporary cultural needs.

d) Jagiellonian ideas appeared, developed and evolved over three 
centuries, namely from the 14th to the 16th centuries during a time  
of very significant changes in the internal and external context of the 
Jagiellonian era, thus from the late Middle Ages until the height of the 
Renaissance.11 This was a time of enormous changes in civilisation, 
but also regarding new intellectual trends, transformations in  

10 See: V.W. Turner, E.M. Bruner (ed.), Antropologia doświadczenia, transl. E. Klekot,  
A. Szczurek, Kraków 2011, originally published in English as: The Anthropology of Expe-
rience, Chicago 1986.
11 S. Wielgus, Z badań nad średniowieczem, Lublin 1995.
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the organization of public life, as well as the consciousness  
of the groups participating in them. This caused that the scope 
of the ideas which are entering the field of contemporary interest 
and which may be also an inspiration during encounters, as well 
as the clash of cultures, does not constitute a uniform system.  
The political conviction, but also knowledge, mores and accumulated 
experience in realising that which we could acknowledge as a group 
of Jagiellonian ideas has significantly changed and matured creating 
its own developmental history. As Henry Samsonowicz writes: 
If during the Jagiellonian times the union joined two completely 
different countries, it was in the 16th century when the problem  
of the legal relationship became relevant once again, already 
concerning the similarly developing and similarly shaped societies.12

e) The skilled joining together of the vision of the local, national 
person, as well as numerous references to natural law and the 
display of universal values in the perception of mutual relations 
of ethnic and religious communities gives the Jagiellonian idea 
an essential anthropological dimension. The posing of questions 
by their creators present the issue of man, which contemporary 
humanities treats as a person unreduced, understanding specific 
traits of identity of the nearest reference groups, but viewed in 
a context of the values of the community they break. Through 
Christianity, reference is made to the issue of humanity as that, also 
at that time, which meant to defend the dignity of pagans, as in the 
example of the concept of Paweł Włodkowic.

f) In the development of the theory of ‘the Laws of Nations’ built 
up by the above-mentioned Paweł Włodkowic but spectacularly 
reflected and almost transmitted in the Jagiellonian idea, one 
may see a pioneering concept of the relations between nations, 
states and, equally important, among smaller ethnic, and even 
cultural groups.13 Jagiellonian ideas are not limited to the political 
dimension and may today comprise a source of great inspiration 
for contemporary theories regarding intercultural relations, be 
an important reference point for ‘cultural rights’, constituting 
the development of ‘the Laws of Nations’ in their axiological and 

12 H. Samsonowicz, Złota jesień polskiego średniowiecza, Poznań 2014, p. 70.
13 J. Łucyszyn, Polska tradycja tolerancji w kontekście kształtowania nowego społeczeństwa, 
Kraków 2014.
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anthropological layer.14 The search for a model for multicultural 
policy may be effectively inspired by the templates resulting from 
the practice of cultural interaction of an intercultural nature which 
have existed at various levels of social relations.15

g) Currently, interest both in the forgotten or little-known, but 
also symbolic dimensions of Jagiellonian ideas shows the revival  
of the processes regarding the ‘communication of heritage’. Both as  
a practice and a reflection, and even a creative method, the search for 
appropriate solutions is, at present, something significantly greater 
than a one-way transfer. It is the active selection, revitalisation, 
sometimes reconfiguration of models, values and convictions 
exposing the potential which runs deep in the dynamics of modern 
transformation, the possibilities of designing reality in circumstances 
of the high mobility of resources, but also numerous processes  
of disintegration. In a world of continual and fast-paced change, 
the communication of cultural values simultaneously generates an 
important and necessary perspective of the anthropology of cultural 
heritage. The reception of Jagiellonian ideas over a long-lasting 
historical process, in which they define numerous fundamental 
values in the sphere of public life but also intercultural relations, 
attitudes towards the state and its functioning is the perfect field  
of investigation and reflection regarding the social history of the 
idea and its cultural experience.16

The scale of values which is depicted by the anthropology of cultural 
heritage, meaning that which in the field of personal, communal and 
organisational human experience is recognised by a person as an expression 
of their multiple creativities left by the generation of the predecessors, 
does not have to possess a hermetic character. On the contrary, it may 
show ways of their application in very different time and situational 
contexts, in the cultural space of modern man which has been extended 
by the virtual space, one which creates completely new types of challenges.  
The skilled, and above all creative analysis of cultural heritage may turn 
out to a useful method of comparative study, defining a broader horizon  
of their understanding, finding remarkable analogues, as well as specific 

14 S. Wielgus, The Medieval Polish Doctrine of the Law of Nations: Ius Gentium,  
Lublin 1998.
15 See: J. Smolicz, Współkultury Australii, Warszawa 1999.
16 W. Bernacki, Myśl polityczna I Rzeczpospolitej, Kraków 2011.
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critical components of inheriting processes. Jagiellonian ideas constitute 
a very polymorphic arsenal of content which, however, consequently 
find a common orientation towards integrative values, going beyond 
the particularity of interests worked out in a short-term perspective and 
determined by the life boundaries of one group, one time and one place.

Axiological reflection on the conceived idea, apart from numerous 
and various possibilities, displays three basic axes around which it may be 
applied in analysing absolutely contemporary challenges. Each of these axes 
allows one to identify a disturbing lack of balance showing competing types 
of values as those which were perfectly recognisable in the multicultural 
and synergetic society of numerous groups and nations in the age  
of the Jagiellons.

Man and humanity
Despite the continuation of the medieval canon of intellectual, religious and 
social culture of the end of the 14th century, the first period of formation  
of Jagiellonian ideas had already come under the great influence of humanist 
sensitivities originating in the Renaissance, which came to Poland through 
its most outstanding scholars who still frequently chose Italian universities 
as the source of genuine truth, as well as new, inspiring and different 
values of the world at that time: Humanist curiosity favoured the travelling  
of Poles. One could meet them in Morocco, Portugal, Turkey and, above all, in 
Western countries. Bologna, Padua, Paris, along with German cities hosted 
numerous travellers from Poland. On the other hand, various humanist 
scholars studying in Kraków were willingly accepted here.17

An obvious characteristic of almost all concepts originating in this 
time and which defined intellectual standards of the position of thinkers 
and the theories they created, were the question regarding the fundamental 
characteristics of man and humanity. If, therefore, one acknowledges this 
attribute as distinctive for Jagiellonian ideas from the very beginning its 
formulation, a characteristic above-mentioned ‘axis’ is attention being paid 
to the balance between universal elements of humanity and their roots 
in unique, frequently particularistic situations of their realisation: From  
the example of selected Polish medieval sources, one may show that already 
the first generation of Polish scholars directed Poland into the circle of Western 
cultural tradition, simultaneously creating a Polish culture, joining together 
characteristics of universalism and specific characteristics coming from local 

17 H. Samsonowicz, Złota jesień…, p. 169.
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and historical circumstances. Polish socio-political thought, having had its 
beginnings in the activities of 15th century Kraków scholars, not only quickly 
joined with the most modern ideological trends but even overtook them in 
certain aspects. Therefore, they worked out legal principles in the defence 
of one’s one freedom which could constitute a template for contemporary 
international circles and have remained relevant up to today.18

 It is difficult to come up with a more precise diagnosis  
of this axiological and intellectual ritual as was put together in the field  
of Jagiellonian ideas, simultaneously describing a key axis of the disturbed 
modern balance between what is universalising in human thought and 
action and the particularistic and attributed characteristics, as well  
as characteristics of ethnic and group belonging, functional kinds of social 
identification determined by an equally functional, sometimes partially 
defined role. This dissonance, so characteristic of contemporary culture, 
is unfortunately still frequently for the benefit of the latter threatening 
the person in his objectifying traits.19 These do not facilitate the viewing 
of communities beyond temporary boundaries with frequent divisions. 
To put it more concisely, this is the preferring of behaviours, attitudes 
and emotions determined by needs, but of a utilitarian, contextual, 
environmentally determined kind shaping types of discourse, symbolic 
cultures and groups of customs.

The processes of globalization of the contemporary world not 
at least lead to the universalisation of cultural components and, what is 
more, unification, although more frequently attention is paid to the fact 
that the transference of cultural content leads rather to their diversification 
and loss of mixed identity than the finding of universal human rights, but  
at least to a characteristic balancing of universal and particularist values. 
Jagiellonian values determine a changing horizon of humanisation than 
that which is determined by the challenge of societies subject en masse to 
commercialisation and the shaping of market behaviours.

18 W. Bajor, ‘Idee wolności i równości w polskiej kulturze politycznej doby średniow-
iecza’, in: L. Korporowicz, P. Plichta (ed.), Mosty nadziei. Jagiellońskie inspiracje dialogu 
międzykulturowego, Kraków 2017, p. 38.
19 See: M. Walzer, O tolerancji, transl. T. Baszniak, Warszawa 2013, originally published in 
English as: On Toleration, Yale 1997.
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Interaction, communication, dialogue
Both the multicultural society of the Jagiellonian age and, above all, 
contemporary processes of globalisation lead, in a natural way, to  
the transfer of an intensifying process of cultural interaction in numerous 
groups. The intensification of this type of relationship does not always lead, 
however, to the complete development of values which with total awareness, 
simply an academic precision already indentified over six hundred years 
ago in the ‘spirit’ of the Jagiellonian idea, thus mutuality, exchange and  
the maintenance of objectivity and causativeness of each of the participants  
of that interaction, independent of the size of the groups engaged with it and 
even professed faiths. This constitutes the fundamental transfer of Paweł 
Włodkowic’s concept of ‘the Laws of Nations’. Explaining the axiological 
nature of cultural interaction as Włodkowic analyzed and appealed to, 
Bogdan Szlachta writes that: An emperor may, therefore, put universalist 
aspirations into practice working in accordance with the demands of justice, 
meting it out both to the faithful, as one belonging to the Church, as well as 
to the unfaithful. ‘The meting out of justice’, a format displaying its actions 
in normative circumstances, is not based, however, just on entering into 
the spiritual realm reserved only for the Church but also the justification  
of the broadening of faith with actions which lead to the ‘oppression’ of one’s 
subjects.20

The prohibition of mutual oppression, respect and esteem for  
the dignity of every person, as well as the community and those participating 
in the process of interaction, place it into such conceived rules of cultural 
relations of the cultural values of truly conceived communication, and even 
more, leads it towards dialogue. This becomes the Jagiellonian criterion 
for intercultural, international and inter-state relations crucial for the idea  
of social relations.

Referring to the principles of dialogue and its axiology concerning 
the contemporary challenges the processes of communication generate, 
allows one to search for balance between the superficial communication 
typical of mass culture and that which is deep, mechanical and organic. 
From the perspective of cultural sociology, the first of these distinctions 
refers to the opposing communicative meanings and behaviours with 
characteristics, on the one hand, temporary, changeable, relatively simple 
to decode and lacking roots in the cultural heritage of a group, and on  

20 B. Szlachta, ‘Uwagi o dwóch problemach znajdowanych w nauczaniu Pawła Włodkowi-
ca, Rektora Akademii Krakowskiej’, in: L. Korporowicz, P. Plichta (ed.), Mosty nadziei…, 
p. 61.
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the other hand, permanent and set into a system of core values for  
a particular society. The second of these proposed distinctions between 
mechanical and organic communication alludes to traits which are on  
the one hand instrumental, calculated according to the wielding of power 
and the utilitarian-oriented influence on communication activities, and on 
the other hand, on traits of an integrative, socio-creative character in which 
interaction in itself becomes a value, not an instrument.

A major challenge for contemporary culture is the disruption 
of the balance between the above-mentioned types of communication 
with a disturbing predominance of superficial communication over its 
deep, mechanical and organic forms.21 The consequences of this type  
of predominance are visible when we recall from a previous chapter,  
the anthropological perspective of the perceived Jagiellonian idea.  
The human view which shows the possibility of breaking its environmental, 
situational and group circumstances in the direction of actions, motives 
and, above all, attributes opening up to other people, to other communities 
by maintaining their own identity and the common good, is a vision which 
is highly desirable today.

There are still more possibilities for analytically perceiving the 
challenges of contemporary cultures which are opening themselves up to 
crossing the above-mentioned distinctions, as the following table shows.

Table 1. Types of communication activities.

MECHANICAL 
COMMUNICATION

ORGANIC 
COMMUNICATION

SUPERFICIAL 
COMMUNICATION

COMMUNICATION 
FOR SHORT-TERM 

NEEDS

SITUATIONAL 
COMMUNITY 

COMMUNICATION

DEEP 
COMMUNICATION

COMMUNICATION 
OF PSYCHOLOGICAL 

MANIPULATION

COMMUNICATION 
TOWARDS FORGING 
PERMANENT LINKS

The most important thing, from the dialogical point of view, is 

21 L. Korporowicz, Osobowość i komunikacja w społeczeństwie transformacji,  
Warszawa 1997.
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that communication towards forging permanent links also avoids  
the instrumental character of actions in which the participants treat each 
other in an objectifying manner and one devoid of mutual sensitivity, 
but simultaneously go beyond the situational goals, to a large degree  
of variability and breaking away from the key values for the identity  
of all its participants. This kind of mutual relationship lies at the basis of,  
and evolved within the long history of the Jagiellonian idea, both in  
the period of the dynasty’s reign and the time when it began to be written 
about during the post-partition period. Unfortunately, the remaining types 
of communicative activities, namely the expression of short-term needs, the 
building of situational communities, as well as psychological manipulation 
generate relations which are difficult to call dialogical, although these are, 
in fact, a typical product of contemporary civilisation.

It is worth emphasising here that communicative activities are not 
only something which accompanies ‘real’ reality, and which stands alongside 
as a side effect. These same activities constitute a reality, constituting but 
not accompanying real relationships, experiences and the types of values 
created by it. The ontology of communicative activities is a problem which 
we understand and appreciate more and more in age of the information 
society. Relationships between people, groups, organisations and cultures 
are intensifying giving them a universal, everyday status but also a more 
important strategic reality. Jagiellonian values summon up a way of seeing 
things but also the building of all those relationships of a organic and 
deep character as a characteristic antidote to the threats of civilisation 
which are being discussed more and more frequently in the anthropology  
of contemporary cultures. The human communicational environment 
does not, therefore, only create the context, framework and circumstances 
for practicing dialogical values but penetrates its interior, creates content  
of specific meanings and values, builds personality and the bases  
of subjects of interaction. The inspiration which Jagiellonian values contain 
lead, in this way, to the discovery of two different perspectives regarding 
the anthropology of communication and dialogue while simultaneously 
revealing the creative possibilities of understanding and reviving cultural 
heritage. This is an axiological perspective of intercultural dialogue upon 
which is based the growing and ever-more burning contemporary question 
of cultural security in an age of increasing multiculturalism. Both of these 
perspectives determine, however, another crucial axis of balance, in  
the social reality, being built around the imperative of development.
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The Jagiellonian axiology of development
A fundamental message of the imperative of development which results 
from the Jagiellonian axiology of the Man and dialogue is the defence  
of the values which one should find in the actions of the state, community, 
as well as each individual. In this manner, one will be closer to the principles 
of integration and balance between objective, instrumental and, in fact, 
subjective values which we find in a frequently reduced understanding  
of progress, or also growth regarding the economic or civilisation. The 
above-mentioned axiology of intercultural dialogue, as well as cultural 
security as a route to the integrated understanding of development can be 
best seen in the Jagiellonian concept of the Laws of Nations regarding which 
the most outstanding representative and originator was the previously 
mentioned Paweł Włodkowic. As Bogumiła Truchlińska writes: ‘Although 
the Polish school of the rights of nations grew out of a particular political 
situation, its theses and theories go beyond this historical particularism, 
constituting a source of inspiration for both for philosophers and lawyers 
of later periods.’ As a an example, she cites the figure of the professor  
of the University of Salamanca Francisc de Vitoria (1480–1546), as well  
as Jakub Przełuski, Andrzej Frycz Modrzewski, Sebastian Petrycy of Pilsen, 
or the Polish brotherhood.22 What is important, in the author’s view, is 
that is its worth emphasising particular characteristics of the Polish way 
of thinking regarding the Laws of Nations which one may acknowledge 
as manifestation of Jagiellonian ideas. Already at that time: two roads in 
European culture had appeared: Poland with a concept of toleration, pacifism 
and pluralism, and the west for which St. Bartholomew’s Massacre was  
a symbol. One may add the difference in the concepts of power and the ruler. 
The West worked out an idea of the ruler as in Machiavelli … The Polish 
ideal, according to many thinkers for whom the good of the Republic was  
the common good, was a ruler who was useful, just, placing his subjects under 
his care and taking them into his protection. A ruler who kept in mind natural 
law, freedom and the dignity of everyone from which this right flows.23

In Tuchlińska’s view, the characteristics of the Polish doctrine  
of the Laws of Nations lay in ‘thoughts from the scope of anthropology and 
axiology’ and which ‘characterise this original and attractive concept even 

22 B. Truchlińska, Od Witelona do Karola Wojtyły. Z dziejów polskiej aksjologii i filozofii 
kultury, Lublin 2016, p. 40.
23 Ibid., p. 41.
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for contemporary recipients.’24 Those characteristics which we may entirely 
acknowledge as Jagiellonian values are: a supernatural source of human 
dignity as something personal, natural freedom, equality and justice, 
truth and wisdom as life guides, the ability to tell right from wrong, love  
of a close one as principle in interpersonal relations, the inalienable right to 
life of every person, the right to personal freedom and property, the right 
to religious freedom, the right to a dignified and fair trial, a duty towards 
the common good.25

The above-mentioned values, while being necessary to remember 
those which have been described in the sections on Man and humanity 
and anthropologically understood dialogue, constitute an idea towards  
the proper aim, as well as the manner in which the developmental routes  
of the Republic are realised, and which can, in many dimensions, respond 
to contemporary challenges. In many regards, it is also worth including 
here cultural security, whose idea we have already seen in the concept  
of a just war of Stanisław of Skarbimierz and the concept of the Laws  
of Nations. Therefore, cultural security does not limit itself only to static 
protection of the conceived cultural identity of groups and individuals but 
determines the right to independently chosen developmental routes, thus 
also changes to one’s identity, its transformation and modelling while, above 
all, leading to objectification in each of these actions.26 In fact, the emphasis 
on the right to inalienable human qualities, dignity in each dimension  
of their existence, and thus the community also, is the essence of the cultural 
security under discussion and to which we appeal in periods of open but 
also hidden aggression, the disruption of cultural balance which occurs 
through the processes of globalisation, commercialisation, marketeering, 
as well as uncontrolled migration.

Development in the understanding of the Jagiellonian system 
of values is not the multiplication of goods, not the subordination  
of new groups or even nations, but the building of genuine relationships 
respecting the conditions on which the common good arises. This has 
been given a universally understood term, namely Republic. The criterion 
for the common ‘good’, however, is not only a well-functioning economy 
or even a social order which may be achieved though violent methods. 
It is the principle of integration based on the voluntary acknowledgment 

24 Ibid.
25 Ibid., pp. 41–42.
26 See: L. Dyczewski, K. Jurek (ed.), Tożsamość w wielokulturowym kontekście, Lublin–
Warszawa 2013.
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of values from the field of culture symbolic of each group but the ‘native 
values’ particularly respected present within it. Although in no way do they 
diminish the world of individual values, they place a burden on us, along 
with the privilege of responsibility directed towards conscience, maturity, 
experience and contemporary vision.

Conclusion
Solving the problems of the contemporary world, understanding its 
conflicts along with its future is not, contrary to appearances, only possible 
through the application of knowledge of the present. The dimension  
of time constitutes, therefore, only one of many parameters of human 
reality whose processes and phenomena, as well as rights determining 
its existence are as merging spaces, complementary blocks and twisting 
spirals. Many objects belong to many worlds which reveal themselves to be 
dependent on the way and reasons for how they are viewed. The universe 
of symbolic cultures facilitates our journeys through various areas of this 
space, our use of its various resources, as well as the flow and coming 
together of content. This is why it is worth tearing ourselves away from 
the historical force of arbitrary situational pressure, the conditioning and 
reduction of perspectives of learning, evaluation and judgement. Entering 
into cultural heritage may be, therefore, a kind of journey whose aim is 
to renew the present time as it is defined by other dimensions of reality. 
Whether these will be more particularist, universal, stable, relative, one- or 
multi-generational, is difficult to predict without putting it into practice. 
In this way, we open ourselves up to the anthropology of cultural heritage 
which allows us to participate in this more difficult but more enriching 
journey.

In this article, I have attempted to show just a few windows 
through which one may see similar landscapes which the people  
of the Jagiellonian period perceived and experienced, regarding only 
several but fundamentally similar issues to those of our own times.  
It seems that despite the entire changeability of the period in which they 
lived, they faced problems which seem relevant to modern man, at least  
in the scope which these windows reveal, while the values which they 
beheld, experienced and tried to employ are worth analysing carefully. If we 
term these Jagiellonian values and link them with ideas built on their basis, 
they will certainly reach beyond the sphere of politics and government 
into those of the intellectual, artistic, religious and social spheres, deeply 
penetrating all areas of symbolic culture, intercultural relations, as well as 
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the spheres of the spirit and imagination. In synthesizing and selecting the 
windows which are of greatest interest to us today, we may concentrate  
on three through which one can see the picture of Man and humanity, 
dialogue between perceived objects, as well as development, meaning  
the goal which people are aiming to achieve. Each of these identified areas 
sensitises us to the real importance of balance between competing values, 
simultaneously motivating us to take action regarding those which require 
defending and support and which create a basis for Jagiellonian ideas, 
greatly inspiring both in the understanding and design of the solutions 
which the challenges of contemporary culture demand. In order to present 
the proposed picture of these values in a synthetic manner, one may see 
this in the form of the model below.

The model presented here displays both the basic fields of Jagiellonian values 
but also their relations, mutual conditioning and transfers, simultaneously 
displaying opposition to that for which Jagiellonian ideas were created, 
independent of the degree to which it was possible to put them into practice.
On the question concerning the contemporary value of inspiration, 
Jagiellonian values and ideas provide a decidedly positive answer in this 
regard. A separate task is the historical reconstruction of the process of their 
maturing, evolution and even crises, up to the time of their marginalization. 
Never, however, even in times when Poland had entirely disappeared  
as a state, did they cease to exist as cultural values, fields of memory but 
also motivation, judgement, along with the recourse to multiple rebellious 
uprisings. It is, however, worth noticing it in an open manner, inspiring 
contemporary searching within the fields of cultural rights, ethnic relations, 
intercultural communication and dialogue, ethics in public affairs and  
the common good in the quest for a model of the anthropology of cultural 
heritage.

•
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